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Botany. - "On the Hydrosimeter". By Prof. J. W. MOLL. 

Many years ago I published the results of an investigation on 
~he exudation of drops and injection_of leaves 1). The greater part of this 
investigation was made with cut branches into which water was 
driven by means of pres su re of mercury. The instrument used for this 
purpose was as simple as possible and eon siste dof nothing but a U-shaped 
tube with a short and a long leg. The branch was fixed on the 
short leg of the tube filled with water, aftel' which mercury was 
poured into the other leg until the desired pressure was obtained. 
This apparatus was rather imperfect, the pressure rapidly changing 
on account of the falling of the mercuq in the long leg and the 
rising in the short one, and never remaining constant for a moment; 
80 that in the experiments taken with this apparatus aftel' some 
hours the pressure was generally for the greater part or entirely 
neutralized. The measuring of the quantity of water driven in could 
take place but impetfectly; it would have given rather much dlf
ficuIty to arrive at a greater precision. 

In the meanwhile the apparatus was sufficient for the purpose I 
then had in view. Yet the question arose in my mind whether it 
would not be possible to construct a b~tter one, with which the 
driving in of the water could take place under constant pressure, 
whilst at the same time thel'e would be a possibility of measuring 
accurately at any moment of the experiment thc quantity of water 
driven in. Such an apparatus being of use for various botanical 
investigations, I have thought it worth while to solve this problem, 
and in this manner the apparatus has been maue whieh 1 will now 
describe under the name of Hydrosimeter 2). 

In this apparatus C'onsta.nt pressure has been obtained in the 
follo\" ing manner. 

r1'he mercury causing the pressure is in a fl.ask of MARIOTTE, to 
which an india-ruber tube is attachcd, so that it ean be plaeed 
higher and lower. In this way a constant higher level is obtained. 
This tube conveys the mercury finally into a U-shaped tube, placed 
upright with the curve downwards and sealed into in a glass
reservoir filled with water, to which also the plant under observation 
has been attached. In this manner the constant lower level is 

1) Untersuehul'gen uber Tropfennusseheidung und InJection bei BI.lttern. Proc. and 
Communie. of the Roynl Aead. of i::!ciences, l:ieet. Physies, 21ld Series, Vol. XV. 

2) l!'rom {f~lt)p = water nnd éfJ(J'l/j = thrust, so gnuge of wnterpressure. 
16 
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formed, for if liquid is driven from the reservoir into the plant, it 
is replaced by the mercury which flows off over the open leg of 
the U·shaped tube. Sa in this apparatus there is neither a falling 
nor a rising column of mercury; the lower level of the column of 
mercury being always equal with the upper edge of the open leg 
of the U-shaped tube. The volume of the overfiowing mercury is 
equal to that of the water driven into the plant; this mercUl'Y can 
be drawn off and measured at any time. These ale [he principles 
on which the ap-paratus is founded. 

I shaIl now pass on to a brief description of the various parte, 
for which 1 wish to refer the reader to the plate added to this 
paper, and in the first place to ask his attention for fig. A. .At the 
top on the right side at 1 is the mercury reservoir which can be 
placed at dIfferent heights. It is arranged as will be seen like a flask 
of M.A.RIOTTE, sa that all the level a there is always atmospherical 
pressure. The tube b fits on the neck of the reservoir as a stopper 
and to secure it better is closed wich mel'cury. 

The mercury flowing from the reservoir passes through an indIa
rubber tube (2), with a wall-thickness of 2,5 mmo and a lumen of 
the same diameter, to the water-reservoir 3, to which also the plc1nt 
is attached. lnto this the mercury enters through the U-shaped tube 
c which possesses a. glass tap d outside the reservoir. When the 
plant takes in water Out of the reservoir 3, an equal volume of 
mercury will flow at e' over the edge of the open leg of the U-shaped 
tube, and collect at the bottom of the reservoir 3. Sa the la wel' level 
of the presbing column of mercury is always in tho plane ee' and 
the distance a e, to be regul!1ted arbitranly, indicates the constant 
pl'essure under which water or any other liquid is driven into the plant. 

Three tubes more are attached to the water-reservoir 3: 

1°. the tube f leading to the plant; this tube is fixed high on 
to the reservoir, to let this contain as much mercury as possible thus the 
necessity offrequently drawing off the mercury being avoided. Howevel', 
the tube soon bends downwards, passing into an open horizontal end. 
By this arrangement joining-pieces of simple shape can be used at 
g into which nevertheless the plant can be easily fixed with its 
plane of section in the level ee'. The connection at g is formed by 
means of the same thick-walled kind of india-rubber tube, which 
draws the mercury from the upper reservoir. ~rhis tube is sa firm, 
and the surface upon which the pressure operates is sa smaIl, that 
even with a pressure of a fuIl atmosphere the expansion is not of 
the slightest importance. The joining-pieces nlay have any shape, 
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so that branches of any size 01' even entire plants with their roots 
ean be conneeted wlth the apparatus,·or pieees of wood through whieh 
:/luid must be driv:.~n downwards. By using long joining-pieees it is 
also possible to plaeè the plant in a glass eas~ or any other appa
ratus, which if neeessary ean be put up at atoierabie distanee from 
the hydrosimeter, whilst the reading of the result on the latter 
remains possible. On the plate the apparatus)s shown as it is used 

, for .the injeetiou of the leaves of Rhododendron. 

2°., a lower tube with a glass tap (h); through this the mereury 
eau be drawn off, the volurp.e of whieh is 'to be determined. 

'"' .' . 
3°. a topmost tube, likewise with, a glass tap k, whieh tube euds 

in a ,reservoir 4 filled with water. This is. neeessary to replaee thé 
mereury whieh is tapped through tube h. ., 

Aftel' this deseription of the apparatus shown in fig. A I wish to 
draw the attention to, fig.' B giving a rèpresentation ?f a metal 
clip, one attaebed to eaeh of the. three glass taps. The hydrosimeter 
is arranged for thc use of one atmosphere as maximum pressure, 
this being at least for botanical investigations more .than sufficient, 
whilst for the rest there are no obstacles to .the use of a higher 
pressure, though it 'might make some further precautions neeessary. 
But already' with pressures . of less than one atmosphere we mèet 
with the drawback, that not on1y do the taps leak, but that even 
the whoie' tap-stopper is pressed out. This is indeed not to be won
dered at, eonsidering the, stopper being always more ,or less eonieally 
shaped. and espeeially the holes beilig never entirely perfect at thc 
edges. Ta overeome tbis drawback eaeh of the taps' is furnished 
with a clip whieh makes thc lcakillg and the pressing-out of the 
stopper quite iu!possible. Fig. B gi ves. at 5, 6 and 7. three different 
views of sueh a clip. It eonsists~ of two brass rings in th~ shape 
of a horse-shoe and aeting like a spring, so that they ean ,be easily 
fixed round the. ne ek of the tap to fit weIl. The ring· 0 fits round 
the thinnest pàrt of the tap-stopper, the ring' n on the eontrary 
round the tube in whieh thc stopper turns, the thiek edge of this 
preventing thesliding off. 

As is seen, both rings are provided with two prqjeeting metallips. 
These lips of the two rings, eorrespond in plaee and size to eaeh 
other, and are eonneeted by two serews (p), sa that they are easily 
adjustable at different distaneesfrom eaeh other. It is clear that 
when sueh a elipis plaeed on' a tap, the stopper ean be fixed 
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very firmly by means of the screws into the tap, whilst the latter, 
when weU greased, will remain easy to turn. As was said hefare, 
each of the three taps is provided with such a clip. 

Ta put the apparatus into op€'l'ation first of all the necessary 
amount of mercury must be brought into the reservoir 1, the inrtia
rubber tube 2 and the u-shaped tube c, aftel' which the remaining 
part is fiUed with water. Then the taps have to be tried, in a way 
I f:!hall not describe here in details, wbether they close weIl, and 
finally the plant is connected with the apparatus in the man nel' 
shown in fig. A. 

It goes without saying that during the experiment one cau measure 
as of ten as one likes the water driven into the plant during a cer
tain time. Ta do so tap d is closed and the pressure for a moment 
neutralized, to which in most cases there will be na objection. The 
mercury is drawn off and replaced by water, when for a moment 
the taps hand k are opened simultaneously. The experiment can be 
immediately continued by causing the pressure to operate again. 

In order to make the tapping of the mercury possible the tube 
leading oft' the mercury may not be too narl'OW at mand its lumen 
must at least am ou nt to 3 mMo The drawn oft' mercury can now 
and again ,be poured into the reservoir 1, sa that for lengthy expe
rirnents a limited amouut of mercury is sufficient. 

The si za of the drops ovel'fiowing at e' the edge of the U-shaped 
tube depends on the width of the tube and can thus be regulated 
within cel'tain limits accol'ding to special wants. In the apparatus 
I am using at present, the top of the U-shaped tube measured on the 
outside has a thicknesf:! of about 2 mMo The size of the drops, which 
is very constant, amouu1:s to 0.02 cMs. So the apparatus enables 
the experimentist to make very accurate observations. Moreover in 
such cases when oue wishes to t~ke measurements at not too long 
intervals without neutralizing the pressure, one can easily attain 
one's aim by counting the drops fiowing over. 

'rhe apparatus has been made according to my directions by the 
firm J. O. TH. MARIUS at Utrecht and is brought by the same 
into the trade. 

(November 21, 1901). 


